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1.1** CIRCADIAN*CLOCKS*AND*RHYTHMS*! Biological!mechanisms!that!orchestrate!daily!rhythms!are!defined!as!circadian!systems,!and!can!be!cell!autonomous!oscillators!as!found!in!single!celled!organisms,!or!networks!of!cells!expressing!oscillators!as!found!the!vertebrate!suprachiasmatic!nucleus!(SCN)!or!the!invertebrate!circadian!clock!neuron!network!(CCNN).!To!date,!all!studied!circadian!oscillations!arise!from!molecular!feedback!loops!within!single!cells!and!do!not!require!interaction!with!other!cells!in!order!to!generate!a!near!24Yh!periodicity.!Below,!the!principles!of!circadian!oscillations!and!their!molecular!components!will!be!examined!before!describing!the!networks!of!neurons!expressing!circadian!oscillators!that!are!required!for!daily!rhythms!in!behavior!in!vertebrates!and!invertebrates.!! The!fruit!fly!has!become!a!widely!used!model!to!study!the!genetic,!molecular!and!neural!basis!of!circadian!timekeeping!in!part!because!of!its!robust!circadian!locomotor!activity.!Under!controlled!laboratory!conditions,!flies!that!are!subjected!to!a!12Yhour!light:!12Ydark!cycle!in!constant!temperature,!exhibit!a!stereotyped!bimodal!locomotor!activity!rhythm!(HamblenYCoyle!et!al.,!1992;!HelfrichYFörster,!2000).!Wildtype!flies!display!a!peak!in!activity!in!the!morning,!exhibit!sleepYlike!activity!or!a!siesta!in!the!midYday,!increase!activity!towards!evening!and!are!relatively!inactive,!or!sleeping,!throughout!the!dark!period!of!the!night!(Fig.!1A).!The!two!locomotor!activity!peaks!are!centered!on!the!lightYdark!transitions,!but!increased!locomotor!activity!is!observed!before!the!transitions!indicating!that!they!are!not!merely!passive!responses!to!the!change!in!light.!The!rhythmic!locomotor!behavior!is!“entrained”!to!the!light!cycle,!as!the!times!at!which!the!behavioral!peaks!occur!are!phaseYlocked!to!a!specific!time!of!day.!In!a!12:12!LD!cycle,!Zeitgeber!Time!
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0!(ZT0,!Zeitgeber!meaning!“timeYgiver”!in!German)!denotes!when!the!lights!turn!on!and!ZT12!when!the!lights!turn!off.!Anticipatory!locomotor!activity!is!observed!in!wildtype!flies!preceding!both!ZT0!and!ZT12!(Fig.!1A).!When!flies!are!released!into!constant!darkness!and!temperature!(DD)!where!there!are!no!cycling!environmental!indicators!of!a!24Yh!day,!the!hours!are!denoted!as!Circadian!Time!(CT).!!Rhythmic!locomotor!behavior!persists!with!a!period!or!“τ”!that!is!nearly!24Yhs,!or!circadian!(CircaY!about,!dianY!day)!(Fig.!1B).!This!behavioral!rhythm!is!generated!endogenously,!as!it!persists!in!the!absence!of!a!cycling!environment.!Using!this!rhythm!as!a!marker!for!circadian!timekeeping!and!entrainment,!the!role!of!specific!molecules,!genes!and!cells!can!be!determined!by!manipulating!their!activities!and!observing!the!effects!on!this!robust!behavior.!!!













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.5$$ DISCUSSION$$$ $! The!clock!neuron!network!utilizes!information!transmitted!by!external!photoreceptors!to!synchronize!circadian!rhythms!in!phase!with!environmental!cycles.!Until!our!current!study,!it!was!not!established!if!and!how!the!cluster!of!external!photoreceptors!known!as!the!HBYeyelet,!communicated!to!clock!neurons.!In!larvae,!PDF+!ventrolateral!clock!neurons!are!excited!by!Bolwig’s!light!sensing!organ,!the!larval!form!of!the!HBYeyelet.!However,!in!the!adult,!the!ventrolateral!PDF+!neurons!differentiate!and!double!to!include!4!sYLNv!and!4!lYLNv!in!each!hemisphere.!Here,!we!show!that!although!both!LNv!projections!are!found!in!the!aMe,!the!cholinergic!terminals!of!the!adult!eyelet!target!only!the!sYLNv.!The!cAMP!and!Ca2+!signaling!that!we!observed!in!the!sYLNv!evoked!by!HBYeyelet!input!likely!induces!phaseYshifts!through!unknown!interactions!with!the!cycling!molecular!clock.!A!resulting!phase!shift!in!overt!circadian!behavioral!rhythms!is!likely!then!transmitted!by!neuronal!signaling!to!dorsal!clocks!neurons!by!the!dorsal!projections!of!the!sYLNv.!!! The!first!evidence!that!the!HBYeyelet!is!both!cholinergic!and!histaminergic!arises!from!immunohistochemical!observations!dating!back!to!the!1990’s!(Pollack!and!Hofbauer,!1991;!Nässel,!1999;!Yasuyama!and!Meinertzhagen,!1999).!Since!then,!the!staining!has!not!been!repeated!in!finer!detail!with!modern!staining!techniques!and!microscopy.!It!is!unclear!whether!each!of!the!HBYeyelet!neurons!expresses!one!or!both!of!these!neurotransmitters,!or!whether!there!are!distinct!targets!or!roles!of!different!HBYeyelet!neurons.!The!larval!lightYsensing!organ,!Bolwig’s!nerve,!is!immunoreactive!to!ChAT!antibodies,!(Malpel!et!al.,!2002)!and!through!development!the!nerve!also!takes!on!antiYhistamine!staining!in!the!adult!(Pollack!and!Hofbauer,!1991).!In!the!larva,!the!neurons!of!Bolwig’s!organ!can!be!separated!by!rhodopsin!5!(Rh5)!and!6!(Rh6)!expression!(Sprecher!et!al.,!2007;!Sprecher!and!Desplan,!2008).!Only!Rh5Yneurons!are!required!for!the!larval!photophobicity!response,!whereas!either!subtype!of!Bolwig’s!neurons!are!sufficient!to!entrain!the!circadian!clock!neuron!network!(Keene!et!al.,!2011).!In!this!study,!we!show!that!the!cholinergic!communication!by!the!eyelet!to!the!ventrolateral!clock!neuron!persists!into!
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whether!the!sNLNv!are!also!inhibited!by!GABA.!Ca2+!levels!visualized!by!FuraN2!in!dissociated!larval!LNv!were!decreased!by!GABABR!agonists!(Hamasaka!et!al.,!2005),!suggesting!that!the!adult!sNLNv!may!be!modulated!in!the!same!way.!I!showed!that!although!GABA!applied!alone!had!no!effects!on!Ca2+!levels,!cholinergic!excitatory!responses!could!be!blocked!when!coNapplied!with!GABA.!FuraN2!has!a!higher!sensitivity!to!Ca2+!than!GCaMP;!therefore,!I!might!have!expected!GCaMP!to!miss!small!decreases!in!Ca2+!associated!with!GABA!inhibition.!!Using!GCaMP,!the!technique!of!coNapplication!of!a!putative!inhibitory!neuromodulator!applied!with!an!excitatory!agonist!allow!us!to!visualized!the!inhibitory!effects!of!GABA!on!the!lNLNv.!Application!of!this!technique!is!limited!because!not!all!cells!interrogated!will!have!a!known!excitatory!neurotransmitter!(See!section!6.3).!!! The!sN!and!lNLNv!differed!dramatically!in!their!cAMP!response!to!GABA.!Compared!to!the!sNLNv,!the!lNLNv!exhibited!higher!magnitude!cAMP!decreases!that!occurred!at!a!later!onset!and!remained!low!after!application!of!the!stimulus.!The!lNLNv!are!thought!to!be!critical!regulators!of!arousal!that!receive!direct!inhibition!from!GABAergic!sleep!circuits!(Shang!et!al.,!2008;!Sheeba!et!al.,!2008a;!Chung!et!al.,!2009).!Because!of!this,!cAMP!levels!may!be!more!affected!by!GABA!in!the!lNLNv!than!the!sNLNv.!!Our!data!suggests!that!the!lNLNv!express!GABABRs!based!on!their!longer!latency!cAMP!responses.!In!support!of!this,!a!recent!study!showed!that!GABABNR2!expression!in!the!lNLNv!was!required!for!sleep!maintenance!in!the!late!night!(Gmeiner!et!al.,!2013).!I!also!predict!that!the!sNLNv!express!ionotropic!GABAARs!as!their!response!to!GABA!was!faster!acting!and!more!transient,!although!I!lack!direct!evidence!to!conclude!this.!Our!study!extends!the!model!of!GABAergic!inhibition!to!include!negative!regulation!of!cAMP!signaling!in!both!types!of!LNv.!!!!! 6.2' CONSERVED'ROLE'OF'CAMP'IN'CIRCADIAN'CLOCK'RESETTING'AND'CLOCK'
NETWORK'SYNCHRONIZATION'! In!Mammals,!cAMP!signaling!plays!a!crucial!role!in!circadian!timekeeping!and!resetting!of!the!circadian!clock.!cAMP!production!is!rhythmic,!and!sustained!cAMP!fluctuations!drive!molecular!clock!cycling!in!the!master!clock!in!constant!darkness!(O’Neill!et!al.,!2008).!TimeNdependent!phaseNdelays!and!advances!produced!by!light!
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exposure!elicit!cAMP!changes!in!the!master!clock!neurons!(Tischkau!et!al.,!2000).!Light!excitable!retinohypothamalic!neurons!excite!clock!neurons!via!NMDA!receptors.!Evoked!intracellular!signaling!leads!to!rapid!transcription!of!mPer1!that!is!dependent!on!a!cAMPNresponsive!element!(CRE)!within!the!gene’s!promoter!region!(Albrecht!et!al.,!1997;!Shearman!et!al.,!1997;!TravnickovaNBendova!et!al.,!2002;!Wilsbacher!et!al.,!2002).!The!mechanism!by!which!lightNinduced!cAMP!signaling!induces!time!dependent!phaseNdelays!and!advances!is!not!fully!understood!in!mammals.!!! My!thesis!work!contributes!to!the!evidence!that!cAMP!is!also!a!critical!signal!for!timekeeping!and!reNsetting!in!the!Drosophila!clock!neuron!network.!I!showed!that!cholinergic,!GABAergic,!glutamatergic!inputs!modulate!cAMP!levels!in!the!LNv.!These!inputs!represent!environmental!and!internal!modulation!of!the!LNv!that!are!critical!to!maintenance!and!entrainment!of!circadian!rhythms.!I!showed!that!at!least!some!cholinergic!input!that!modulates!cAMP!comes!from!the!HBNeyelet,!an!extraNretinal!photoreceptor!(Chapter!5).!I!also!showed!that!GABA!negatively!regulates!cAMP!levels!in!PDF!neurons!(Chapter!3).!Although!it!is!not!completely!understood,!GABA!input!comes!from!sleep!centers!in!the!brain!that!potentially!integrate!an!animal’s!need!for!sleep!with!circadian!sleep/wake!patterning.!In!a!collaborative!study,!I!showed!that!glutamatergic!signaling!(mGluRA)!from!the!dorsal!clock!neurons!reduced!PDFNinduced!cAMP!responses!in!larval!LNv!via!metabotropic!glutamate!receptors!(Collins!et!al.!submitted).!Expression!of!mGluRA!in!the!LNv!was!shown!to!be!required!for!synchronized!molecular!clock!cycling!within!the!LNv.!In!total,!these!inputs!likely!represent!the!integration!of!environmental!and!internal!communication!to!the!LNv!that!converge!on!cAMP!levels.!Modulation!of!cAMP!signaling!is!now!emerging!as!a!conserved!target!by!which!neuronal!communication!can!modify!circadian!timekeeping.!!!
6.3' UTILITY'AND'LIMITATIONS'OF'GENETICALLY'ENCODED'SENSORS'! Genetically!encoded!tools!to!detect!excitatory!responses!are!relatively!well!developed.!Using!the!GCaMP!Ca2+sensor!and!Epac1NcAMPs!cAMP!sensor,!I!was!able!to!see!increases!in!Ca2+!and!cAMP!in!response!to!applied!neuromodulators!and!
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response!to!activation!of!discrete!subsets!of!neurons.!!The!advantage!of!bath!application!is!that!relatively!large!doses!can!be!used!to!assay!for!responsivity.!In!our!hands,!cAMP!responses!induced!by!cholinergic!agonists!could!be!detected!by!Epac1Camps!in!the!LNv!at!an!order!of!magnitude!lower!concentration!than!GCaMP3.0!(Chapter!3;!Lelito!and!Shafer,!2012).!This!suggests!that!Epac1NcAMPs!may!be!slightly!more!sensitive!that!GCaMP3.0!in!instances!when!excitatory!modulation!induces!Ca2+!and!cAMP!changes.!In!experiments!when!eyelet!activation!elicited!visible!excitatory!responses!in!the!larval!LNv!or!adult!sNLNv,!only!12!and!4!eyelet!neurons,!respectively,!were!activated!per!hemisphere!(Chapter!4,5;!Yao!et!al.,!2012).!This!bodes!well!for!the!success!of!these!sensors!in!circuit!interrogation!when!only!very!few!putative!upstream!neurons!are!activated.!Today,!even!more!sensitive!genetically!encoded!sensors!have!been!developed:!GCaMP6.0!for!example,!has!an!even!higher!affinity!for!Ca2+!and!a!wider!range!of!fluorescence!dynamics!(Akerboom!et!al.,!2012).!It!remains!to!be!seen!whether!excitatory!modulation!evoked!by!the!activation!of!a!single!neuron!can!be!detected!with!the!current!generation!of!sensors.!!! In!opposition!to!their!success!at!detecting!excitatory!responses,!GCamp3.0!and!Epac!were!relatively!limited!in!detecting!inhibitory!responses.!GABA!is!known!to!inhibit!spontaneous!firing!in!the!lNLNv,!but!GABA!alone!did!not!change!Ca2+!levels!sufficiently!for!detection!by!GCaMP3.0.!Ca2+!changes!in!response!to!inhibitory!neuromodulation!have!been!shown,!for!example!in!dissociated!larval!LNv,!GABA!induces!decreases!in!Ca2+!as!visualized!by!FuraN2!(Hamasaka!et!al.,!2005).!Even!the!newest!versions!of!GCaMPs!(6.0)!are!optimized!to!detect!excitatory!activity,!with!baseline!fluorescence!so!low!that!decreases!in!Ca2+!expected!from!inhibitory!neuromodulation!would!be!difficult!to!observe!(Akerboom!et!al.,!2012).!Using!GCaMP3.0,!coNapplication!of!GABA!with!nicotine!was!successful!in!showing!inhibition!of!an!excitatory!Ca2+!response!(Chapter!3;!Lelito!and!Shafer,!2012).!In!the!case!of!GABA,!the!response!was!also!associated!with!decreases!in!cAMP.!In!the!event!that!cAMP!is!coupled!with!an!inhibitory!response,!the!Epac1NCaMPs!reporter!works!well!to!detect!inhibitory!neuromodulation,!however!in!the!event!it!is!not,!an!inhibitory!modulation!will!still!be!difficult!to!detect.!
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! There!are!instances!when!a!known!inhibitory!neuromodulator!has!no!effect!on!Ca2+!levels,!no!ability!to!block!excitatory!Ca2+!increases,!and!has!no!effect!on!cAMP.!This!was!the!case!with!glutamate!(data!not!shown)!that!was!previously!shown!to!block!spontaneous!firing!in!the!lNLNv.!!In!further!experimenting!with!the!coNapplication!technique,!I!was!able!to!show!effects!of!glutamate!on!cAMP!levels!in!the!sNLNv!using!the!EpacN1camps!sensor!(Collins!et!al.,!submitted).!First,!I!generated!a!doseNresponse!for!the!sNLNv!cAMP!levels!to!applied!PDF!neuropeptide.!Applied!PDF!is!known!to!elicit!increases!in!cAMP!from!the!sNLNv!(Shafer!et!al.,!2008).!I!selected!the!lowest!dose!of!PDF!that!elicited!an!increase!in!cAMP!to!apply!to!explanted!brains!from!animals!where!the!metabotropic!glutamate!receptor!(mGluRA)!was!knocked!down!in!PDF!neurons.!In!this!case,!the!LNv!cAMP!response!to!PDF!was!potentiated,!even!though!no!inhibition!of!the!cAMP!response!could!be!detected!by!coNapplying!the!same!low!dose!of!PDF!with!glutamate.!Sensitizing!the!LNv!by!knocking!down!the!glutamate!receptor!was!required!to!visualize!the!effect!of!glutamate!signaling!on!cAMP!using!the!Epac1NcAMPs!sensor.!It!is!not!yet!known!whether!this!type!of!experiment!will!reveal!the!predicted!inhibitory!neuromodulation!of!the!lNLNv!by!histamine.!!! Until!recently,!genetically!encoded!voltage!indicators!(GEVI)!were!not!responsive!enough!to!be!useful!in!biological!experimentation.!However,!in!2013,!Cao!and!colleagues!optimized!the!ArcLight!GEVI!for!use!in!the!Drosophila!brain.!ArcLight!is!a!fusion!of!GFP!to!the!voltageNsensing!domain!from!a!voltage!sensitive!phosphatase!isolated!from!a!sea!squirt!(Murata!et!al.,!2005).!Depolarization!of!the!membrane!induces!a!loss!in!GFP!emission,!therefore,!depolarization!is!inversely!proportional!to!decreases!in!fluorescence.!Cao!et!al.!vetted!the!sensor!in!the!lNLNv!with!simultaneous!electrode!recording!of!neural!activity.!For!the!first!time,!a!GEVI!showed!single!action!potential!firing!relatively!faithfully.!Spontaneous!firing,!which!was!completely!undetectable!by!GCaMP3.0!expression,!was!detectable!with!ArcLight!(Cao!et!al.,!2013).!In!agreement!with!the!limited!electrophysiology!of!the!sNLNv!(Cao!and!Nitabach,!2008),!Cao!et!al.!showed!that!the!spontaneous!membrane!activity!in!the!sNLNv!was!higher!when!recorded!in!the!fly’s!subjective!morning!than!evening.!With!addition!improvements!to!ArcLight’s!dynamic!range!and!speed,!this!sensor!
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could!be!used!to!visualize!voltage!changes!locally!along!a!neuron!to!understand!the!specific!voltage!inputs!underlying!excitation!or!inhibition!in!electrophysiologically!inaccessible!neurons.!Although!it!has!only!been!used!to!visualize!baseline!membrane!activity!and!spontaneous!firing,!it!may!be!useful!in!the!detection!of!inhibitory!neuromodulation,!in!cases!where!Ca2+!and!cAMP!sensors!fall!short.!The!response!of!the!LNv!to!histamine!would!be!the!first!response!to!evaluate.!!
6.4' UTILITY'AND'LIMITATIONS'OF'GENETICALLY'ENCODED'ACTIVATORS'
OF'NEURAL'ACTIVTY'FOR'CIRCIUT'BREAKING'IN'THE'CIRCADIAN'CLOCK'
NETWORK'! The!greatest!challenge!of!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation!of!the!clock!network!was!ensuring!that!the!activation!mechanism!did!not!influence!the!clock!neurons.!!Many!Drosophila!researchers!have!taken!advantage!of!the!light!activated!opsins!to!excite!neurons,!channelrhodopsin!(ChR)!being!the!most!popular!(reviewed!by!Olsen!and!Wilson,!2008).!In!our!studies,!I!sought!to!examine!the!connectivity!between!a!specific!subgroup!of!visual!system!neurons!and!circadian!clock!neurons.!Both!visual!system!neurons!and!clock!neurons!are!innately!sensitive!to!light!and!activation!of!ChR!by!light!may!stimulate!multiple!light!pathways.!Opening!of!the!ChR!channel!is!also!activated!by!wavelengths!of!light!that!are!necessary!to!image!from!genetically!encoded!sensors!of!neuronal!activity.!!With!a!confocal!microscope,!simply!imaging!from!sensors!would!lead!to!excitation!of!any!neurons!expressing!the!opsin.!Recently,!redNshifted!opsins!have!been!developed!that!are!potentially!compatible!with!genetically!encoded!fluorescent!sensors!of!neural!activity!(Lin!et!al.,!2013).!!For!the!current!study,!however,!our!conclusion!was!that!use!of!lightNmediated!neuronal!activation!was!not!feasible!for!our!live!imaging!or!behavioral!experiments!investigating!clock!neuron!network!connectivity!with!the!visual!system.!! A!heat!activated!cation!channel,!TRPA1,!was!also!available!for!excitation!of!neurons!during!liveNimaging!and!behavioral!assays!(Hamada!et!al.,!2008).!Movement!induced!by!heat!was!a!problem!for!researchers!attempting!to!liveNimage!from!TRPA1!expressing!neurons.!Therefore,!heatNmediated!neuronal!activation!was!
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not!used!in!our!studies!for!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation.!Use!of!the!TRPA1!channel!was!our!preferred!method!for!discrete!activation!of!neurons!in!freely!moving!flies!(Chapter!5).!!I!had!to!be!cautious!using!temperature!activation!as!previous!studies!established!a!role!for!temperature!in!entrainment!and!phaseNshifting,!specifically!in!the!early!subjective!evening!(Kaushik!et!al.,!2007;!Yoshii!et!al.,!2009).!I!attempted!to!activate!TRP!by!giving!temperature!pulses!lower!than!those!required!to!phaseNshift!in!the!early!evening,!but!even!the!lower!temperature!pulses!induced!a!phaseNdelay!in!the!early!evening.!At!other!times!of!day,!when!the!clock!is!not!sensitive!to!temperature,!I!did!not!observe!phaseNshifts!in!response!to!heat.!When!I!used!TRPA1!and!a!heat!pulse!in!the!late!evening!to!excite!the!HBNeyelet!neurons,!I!was!then!able!to!show!a!trend!of!HBNeyelet!excitation!to!induce!phaseNdelays.!The!experiment!using!heat!activated!TRPA1!to!directly!excite!the!PDF!neurons!was!even!more!conclusive:!activation!of!the!PDF!neurons!in!late!evening!induced!a!delay!in!circadian!locomotor!rhythms,!but!heat!alone!(without!TRPA1!expression)!did!not.!In!our!experiments,!use!of!TRPA1!is!only!compatible!for!neuronal!activation!in!freely!moving!flies,!and!temperature!does!preclude!its!utility!at!certain!times!of!day.!!Investigation!of!the!clock!network,!which!is!innately!sensitive!to!light!and!temperature,!has!presented!unique!challenges.!!! Ligand!activation!of!the!P2X2!cation!channel!was!the!most!successful!method!of!neuronal!activation!in!explanted!brains!(Chapter!4,!5;!Yao!et!al.,!2012).!The!P2X2!channel!is!not!endogenously!expressed!by!Drosophila9(Littleton!and!Ganetzky,!2000),!and!therefore,!when!ATP!is!perfused!over!explanted!brains,!only!neurons!expressing!the!P2X2!channel!are!excited.!The!method!of!neuronal!activation!avoids!using!light!or!temperature!mediated!neuronal!activation,!signals!to!which!the!clock!neuron!network!is!highly!sensitive.!Importantly,!our!group!did!not!find!that!ATP!elicited!any!changes!in!Ca2+!or!cAMP!without!the!targeted!expression!of!P2X2.!I!used!the!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation!technique!to!show!that!activation!of!the!larval!eyelet!induced!excitatory!Ca2+!responses!in!the!LNv,!and!activation!of!the!adult!eyelet!induced!excitatory!Ca2+!and!cAMP!responses!in!the!sNLNv!(Chapter!4,!5;!Yao!et!al.,!2012).!!The!expansion!of!the!Drosophila!circuit!breaking!toolkit!to!include!P2X2,!TRPA1,!GCaMP!and!Epac1NcAMPs!was!essential!for!the!complete!functional!
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analysis!of!the!eyelet/!LNv!connectivity,!but!it!required!integration!into!a!light!and!heat!sensitive!network.!!! I!was!limited!by!available!expression!systems!to!selectively!activate!specific!subsets!of!neurons.!In!the!assay!in!which!the!larval!eyelet!(Bolwig’s!nerve)!was!excited,!the!eyelets!were!the!only!set!of!neurons!expressing!P2X2!(Chapter!4;!Yao!et!al.,!2012).!However,!in!the!adult,!the!same!driver!targeting!the!eyelet!expresses!in!another!set!of!neurons,!a!subset!of!the!R8!retinal!photoreceptors!(Chapter!5).!I!ruled!out!R8!contribution!to!excitatory!responses!in!the!sNLNv!because!R8!photoreceptors!utilize!the!inhibitory!neurotransmitter!histamine,!and!their!projections!are!not!near!the!cells!that!were!excited.!In!the!behavioral!assays!where!the!eyeletNdriver!was!used!in!activation,!I!could!not!distinguish!between!potential!indirect!effects!from!stimulating!the!R8!retinal!photoreceptors!and!the!excitatory!effects!of!the!eyelet!on!the!sNLNv.!In!order!to!maximize!the!utility!of!this!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation!technique!in!the!Drosophila!nervous!system,!a!wider!range!of!more!discrete!Gal4!and!LexA!drivers!are!needed.!!!!
6.5'' PHARMACOLOGICAL'TOOLS'REQUIRE'VETTING'FOR'USE'WITH'
GENETICALLY'ENCODED'SENSORS'AND'ACTIVATORS'! Most!pharmacological!tools!available!for!analysis!of!receptors!and!connectivity!were!first!validated!with!electrophysiological!recordings!of!membrane!voltage!and!channel!currents.!Pharmacological!tools!are!used!to!ask!many!important!questions!about!a!circuit!including:!1)!What!receptors!are!required!for!a!particular!response?;!2)!Is!the!response!to!a!particular!neuromodulator!direct!(endogenously!expressed!receptor?);!and!3)!Is!a!connection!between!two!neurons!monoN!or!polyNsynaptic?!In!order!for!these!questions!to!be!addressed!using!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation,!pharmacological!tools!need!to!be!reNaccessed!for!their!compatibility!with!genetically!encoded!sensors!and!activators.!!!! The!genetically!encoded!sensors!GCaMP!and!Epac1NcAMPs!sensors!reflect!changes!in!molecules!that!are!often!dependent!on!changes!in!voltage.!This!presents!a!problem!particularly!when!one!seeks!to!determine!whether!a!neuron!of!interest!expresses!a!receptor!endogenously.!Traditionally,!tetrodotoxin!(TTX),!a!blocker!
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voltage!gated!sodium!channels,!would!be!used!to!prevent!neuronal!communication!(Soderlund,!2005);!responses!that!persisted!in!the!presence!of!TTX!would!be!responses!mediated!by!activation!of!receptors!on!the!neuron!of!interest.!Large!influxes!of!Ca2+!that!are!detected!by!genetically!encoded!Ca2+!sensor!GCaMP!are!likely!to!depend!on!voltage!gated!influx!of!Ca2+,!and!the!use!of!TTX!would!block!many!Ca2+!responses!whether!they!were!direct!or!indirect.!Evidence!to!support!this!comes!from!a!study!of!larval!LNv!responses!to!cholinergic!agonists!using!FuraN2!(Wegener!et!al.,!2004).!The!response!of!dissociated!LNv!to!ACh!could!be!blocked!completely!by!imaging!the!neurons!in!Na+Nfree!saline,!or!in!Ca2+Nfree!saline!or!in!the!presence!of!nonNspecific!Ca2+!channel!blockers!(MnCl2!or!LaCl3).!Therefore,!the!source!of!Ca2+!that!was!detected!by!FureN2!after!ACh!excitation!by!voltage!dependent!!Ca2+!influx.!Wegener’s!data!also!suggests!that!even!the!very!sensitive!Ca2+!dye,!FuraN2,!could!not!detect!Ca2+!changes!(if!any)!associated!with!Ca2+!ion!flow!through!activated!nicotinic!cation!channels!expressed!by!the!LNv.!!Therefore,!TTX!will!not!only!block!the!intended!secondary!neuron!communication,!but!also!will!block!voltage!changes!on!the!neuron!of!interest!that!are!required!for!visualizing!a!direct!Ca2+!response!with!GCaMP.!!!! It!was!very!important!for!my!work!to!establish!whether!the!responses!of!the!sNLNv!to!nicotine!and!GABA!were!mediated!by!direct!expression!of!receptors!by!the!sNLNv!(Chapter!3;!Lelito!and!Shafer,!2012).!!The!LNv!are!known!to!have!sodium!channels!sensitive!to!TTX.!The!spontaneous!firing!of!lNLNv!from!brains!that!have!been!enzymatically!digested!and!pierced!with!a!recordingNelectrode!shows!sensitivity!to!TTX!(Sheeba!et!al.,!2008b).!At!the!request!of!the!reviewers!of!our!manuscript!describing!the!ACh!and!GABA!responses!of!the!LNvs,!I!used!TTX!to!determine!whether!the!responses!were!direct.!According!to!my!explanation!above,!I!should!have!discovered!that!the!responses!to!nicotine!were!blocked!in!the!presence!of!TTX,!but!nicotinic!responses!persisted!(Fig.6.2!ANB).!In!our!explanted!brain!preparation,!the!brain!and!the!surrounding!lamina!are!left!intact.!I!hypothesized!that!the!TTX!molecule!might!not!fully!penetrate!and!block!sodium!channels.!I!used!an!alternative!blocker!of!sodium!channels,!mexilitine,!and!as!predicted!from!my!explanation!above,!blocked!nicotine!induced!increases!in!Ca2+!and!cAMP!in!the!sNand!
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lNLNv!(Fig.6.2!CNF).!Therefore,!in!addition!to!having!unintended!interactions!with!genetically!encoded!sensors,!it!may!be!difficult!for!TTX!to!penetrate!through!the!intact!explanted!brain.!!! I!encountered!similar!molecule!penetration!issues!when!attempting!to!use!an!antagonist!of!nicotinic!channels!to!test!for!the!requirement!of!nAChRs!in!mediating!the!response!of!the!sNLNv!to!cholinergic!agonists.!Dissociated!larval!LNv!were!shown!to!be!sensitive!to!alpha!bungarotoxin!(aNBTX)!(Dahdal!et!al.,!2010).!Ca2+!responses!to!ACh!as!visualized!by!GCaMP1.6!in!the!LNv!were!blocked!by!500!nM!aNBTX.!However,!after!10Nminute!incubations!of!explanted!adult!brains!in!BTX!(5!ug/mL),!the!response!of!the!sNLNv!and!lNLNv!to!nicotine!persisted!in!our!trials!(data!not!shown).!I!suspect!that!the!relatively!large!BTX!peptide!does!not!circulate!into!the!intact!adult!brain!preparation!to!block!nicotinic!channels!in!deeply!situated!neurons.!I!assayed!another!antagonist!of!nAChRs,!dNtubocurarine,!for!it’s!ability!to!block!an!the!response!to!nicotine!in!the!adult!LNv!in!intact!brains.!Concentrations!of!dNtubocurarine!above!50!uM!were!sufficient!to!block!nearly!100%!of!Ca2+!responses!in!the!LNv!to!nicotine!(10N4!M)!(Fig.!6.3).!Although!dNtubocurarine!worked!well!in!conjunction!with!GCaMP!Ca2+!imaging,!I!also!sought!to!use!dNtubocurarine!in!conjunction!with!the!genetically!encoded!neuronal!activator,!P2X2.!I!found!that!dNtubocurarine!concentrations!higher!than!50!uM!blocked!ATPN!activation!of!P2X2!channel,!but!that!50!uM!permitted!P2X2!activation!by!ATP!(Fig.!6.3).!!! Integration!of!traditionally!used!pharmacological!agents!requires!screening!for!compatibility!with!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation!techniques.!!To!my!knowledge,!the!use!of!TTX!with!genetically!encoded!sensors!has!only!lead!authors!to!conclude!that!the!response!they!recorded!was!direct;!in!other!words,!the!response!to!the!neuromodulator!of!interest!persisted!in!the!presence!of!TTX!in!each!instance!(Shang!et!al.,!2011;!Lelito!and!Shafer,!2012;!Pírez!et!al.,!2013).!!This!is!just!one!example!of!hasty!integration!of!pharmacology!with!genetically!encoded!sensors.!With!the!more!prevalent!use!of!genetically!encoded!circuit!interrogation!techniques!in!place!of!electrophysiology,!I!encourage!the!field!of!Drosophila!neurobiology!to!recognize!the!need!for!reassessment!of!pharmacological!tools!for!use!with!genetically!encoded!tools.!!
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6.6'' FIGURES'!
Figure'6.1.'Model'of'LNv'modulation'by'external'and'internal'neural'signaling.!External!photoreceptors,!or!nonNCryptochrome!photoreception,!are!sufficient!to!entrain!and!phaseNshift!behavioral!rhythms!of!Drosophila.!The!extraNretinal!eyelet,!or!HBNeyelet!(HBNey),!projects!closely!to!the!sNLNv!and!lNLNv!clock!neuron!projections!in!the!accessory!medulla!(aMe)!or!second!optic!neuropil.!The!HBNeyelet!is!predicted!to!release!acetylcholine!and!histamine!as!neurotransmitters,!and!the!LNv!express!receptors!for!each!of!these!neurotransmitters!(HisCl,!nAChR).!However,!our!studies!show!that!only!nicotine,!a!cholinergic!agonist,!causes!measurable!changes!in!the!neuronal!activity!of!the!LNv.!I!was!not!able!to!visualize!a!response!to!histamine!with!our!sensors.!When!I!stimulate!the!HBNeyelet,!I!observe!only!excitatory!increases!in!Ca2+and!cAMP,!consistent!with!nicotinic!receptor!activation.!
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These!responses!were!only!visualized!in!the!small!ventrolateral!neurons,!and!not!the!larges.!I!also!show!that!cAMP!levels!are!decreased!by!GABA!in!both!LNv;!however,!which!GABA!receptor!mediates!this!inhibitory!response!is!not!known!(asterisks).!The!sNLNv!respond!to!PDF!neuropeptide!stimulation!with!increases!in!cAMP.!I!show!that!glutamate!signaling!via!metabotropic!glutamate!receptors!negatively!regulates!the!PDFNcAMP!response!in!larval!LNv,!the!precursors!to!the!adult!sNLNv.!Modulation!of!cAMP!levels!by!PDF,!ACh,!GABA,!and!glutamate!in!the!LNv!is!potentially!a!conserved!mechanism!whereby!neuronal!signaling!results!in!changes!to!the!molecular!clock!of!pacemaker!neurons.!
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Figure'6.2.'Use'of'sodium'channel'blockers'blockers'with'GCaMP'and'Epac1AcAMPs.!!Live)imaging!of!cholinergic!responses!of!the!LNv!in!the!presence!of!different!sodium!channel!blockers,!TTX!(tetrodotoxin)!and!Mexilitine!(Mex.).!!Flies!used!for!this!experiment!expressed!GCaMP3.0!or!Epac1)cAMPs!in!the!PDF!neurons!(Pdf$Gal4;*UAS$GCaMP3.0/+;*or!Pdf$Gal4;*
UAS$Epac1$cAMPs*(50A)/+;).!TTX!had!no!effect!on!excitatory!Ca2+!(Ca2+)!responses!to!nicotine!in!the!s)!(A)!or!l)LNv!(B),!whereas!mexilitine!blocked!nicotinic!Ca2+!and!cAMP!responses!completely!in!the!s)!(C,D)!and!l)LNv!(E,F).!
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Figure'6.3.'Compatibility'of'dAtubocurarine,'a'nicotinic'acetylcholine'receptor'antagonist,'with'GCaMP'imaging'and'
P2X2/ATP'neuronal'activation.!All!experiments!were!done!using!50!uM!d)tubocurarine,!a!blocker!of!nicotinic!channels,!in!the!perfusion!and!stimulating!compound.!Flies!used!for!this!experiment!expressed!P2X2!and!GCaMP3.0!in!the!PDF!neurons!(Pdf$Gal4;*UAS$GCaMP3.0/+;*UAS$P2X2/+).!In!the!presence!of!d)tubocurarine,!5!mM!ATP!was!able!to!elicit!an!increase!in!Ca2+!by!P2X2!(blue)!activation!in!the!s)and!l)LNv!whereas!10)4!M!nicotine!was!not!!(green)(A)F).!Higher!doses!of!tubocurarine!also!blocked!the!ATP!response.!
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